Our research and teaching mission focuses on the economic, legal, and ethical issues that shape business decision-making and public policy.

We share a commitment to research and teaching that combines academic rigor with expertise in real-world institutions and decision-making.

RESEARCH INTERESTS

- Applied microeconomics
  - Behavioral decision-making
  - Energy and environmental economics
  - Firm strategy and organization
  - Health economics, health insurance, and health care delivery
  - Personnel/labor economics
- Law and public policy
  - Antitrust policy
  - Innovation and intellectual property rights
  - Investments in scientific and engineering human capital
  - Labor standards and employment law
  - Network industry regulation and governance
  - Regulatory economics, policy, and transparency
- Ethics and corporate governance
  - How social responsibility concerns and social norms influence the practice of management and the governance of firms

INFORMATION ACCURATE AS OF 9/1/18.
William Samuelson, Professor

**RESEARCH INTERESTS** Microeconomics, game theory, experimental economics, bargaining, and competitive bidding

**EDUCATION** PhD, Harvard University

Jonathan Woodson, Larz Anderson Professor, Professor of the Practice, and Director, Health System Innovation and Policy

**RESEARCH INTERESTS** Health care in the United States military, expanding health system research initiatives across Boston University

**EDUCATION** MD, New York University

**SELECTED PUBLICATIONS**


**TEACHING & EMERITUS FACULTY**

- Clinical Associate Professor: Kabrina Chang
- Master Lecturer: Mark Kean, David Randall
- Senior Lecturer: Gina Powers, Rachel Spooner, Pearl Steinbuch
- Lecturer: Fatema Fazendeiro, Anna Karpovsky, Kenneth Parker
- Professor Emeritus: Stephen Davidson, Kenneth Hatten, James Post

**THE INSTITUTE FOR SUSTAINABLE ENERGY (ISE)**

The Institute for Sustainable Energy (ISE) at Boston University is a research center dedicated to promoting world-class research on all facets of the challenge of transforming world energy systems from unsustainable, high-carbon sources to sustainable low-carbon sources. In addition, it works to promote universal energy access and economic development. The Institute is one of a new generation of “think and do tanks,” whose goal is to harness research and educational resources to contribute to important global economic, social, and technological challenges.

Visit the ISE website: bu.edu/ise

**TO LEARN MORE, VISIT:**

bu.edu/questrom/faculty-research/academic-departments/markets-public-policy-law

**FOR GENERAL INQUIRIES, PLEASE CONTACT:**

Mary McDonough, mpmcdono@bu.edu | T: 617-353-4282
Alex Nishibun, nishibun@bu.edu | T: 617-353-4149